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BRILLIANT MAN
IS L. J. AYER

“GRADS” SHOW
SOME CLASS

ABLE PRACTITIONER ON LAW
8CHOOL FACULTY.

ALL FOUR OLD MEN ARE AL
READY MAKING GOOD.

LAWS ARE FORTUNATE

T H R E E IN MONTANA

He Gives Up a Lucrative Practice in
Order to Devote His Time to In
structing Future Lawyers.

Cole* Hoblitt, Miller and Thompson All
Doing Well—Two Former Practic
ing—Two Otherwise Engaged.

"If you want a thing done, get -a busy
man to do it," said some wise old sage
of antiquity. The truth of this adage
has been overwhelmingly proved to the
law students of the University of Mon
tana in the case of Professor Leslie J.
Ayer. Professor Ayer is a very busy
man; he is doing something every min
ute. Whether lecturing in a class
room, 'traveling over the state in
the interests of the University, writing
LAW LIBRARY
a brief, or helping some student out of
a bad hole; he is constantly at work.
And yet, he has time to take part in all
college activities, and to lend a hand I
to any student who is in trouble, or
who needs help of any sort. Students j
come to him with their social affairs,
with matters pertaining to student ac- |
;tlvltif*s, with their troubles Ki the otlJ^N
classes, and with their grievances gen-*
erally; and all of them receive the same !
careful attention, the same ungrudging
advice and assistance.
Professor Ayer was born at Greene,
Iowa, just thirty-five years ago, and
he graduated from the high school At the time the Law School of the I mission to regular Standing in the Law I School to establish a higher standard
there at the age of seventeen. Two
of instruction and more rigid require
years later he received the degree of University of Montana was established School the students should have two ments for graduation, and as a logical
Bachelor of Science from the Upper there was considerable discussion as years of work in a college of high result not only gave the new school
Iowa University. While at Upper Iowa to whether or not the requirements standing. But mindful of the fact better standing among the law schools
he was active in football, baseball and for admission thereto should be two that there were a number or men in of the country but also tended to de
track; he was president of the oratori years of collegiate work or merely a Montana who had not had the advant ter many Montana students who were
cal, association; he was assistant pro high school training. At that time age of college training and who were desirous of studying law from going
fessor of biology during his last year; there were only four or five law schools more mature than; the average high to other law schools outside of our
and he graduated at the head of his in the country which required a col school graduate who desired to pur state. It may be said here that the
class. At twenty he was principal of lege degree, several others required sue the study of law, provision was young man of today, who desires to
the high school in the' city of Wau- two years of collegiate work and a made whereby students over twenty- study law, is not looking for an insti
coma, and so successful was his work still greater number required only a one years of age who had completed a tution where he may get in with the
that he was made city superintendent high school diploma. These considera course in a high school of approved fewest number of credits possibly and
of schools at West Union, Iowa, two tions together with the fact that Mon standing, might be admitted as special get out by doing the least amount of
years later. But even while teaching tana was a young state and the addi students of the Law School, might re work possible, but he prefers rather to
he was studying all the time, and tional fact that there was no other ceive their degree if their work proved get his training at an institution of
during the summer vacations of 1889, law school in the state, lead to consider
such rank that when he graduates
1900 and 1901, he attended the Univer able “doubt as to whether or not a re
from it he may be able to compete
sity of Chicago where he received his quirement of two years collegiate work
with graduates from the leading law
was advisable. After considerable dis
cussion It was decided that for ad
Continued on Page Four.)
(Continued on Page Eight.)

DEAN WHITLOCK EXPLAINS THE
STANDARD OF THE LAW SCHOOL
Head 'of Department Gives *Some Reasons for the
Standard—Also Forecasts the Future and Makes Some
Promises Therefor—Expresses His Gratitude.

THE FIRST SENIOR LA W CLASS
IS MADE UP OF PROMISING MEN
This year the first regular class his studiea In December, last, he
goes out of the law department. As passed the state bar examination with
yet none of the third year men are the highest mark of the twenty-five
sure of getting their degrees, but they applicants who made the attempt.
will all know before commencement Even though Smith did newspaper
time. The senior laws number but work to enable himself to continue his
nine, although there are but seven in studies, he was always one of the best
school at the present time. The two students in the department, and was
absentees are both practicing. One several times on the honor roll. This
of them. La Rue Smith, is now in rapid fire thinking and acting young
Lewistown. and the other, William J. man is sure to make good in his
Strelver, is located in Billings. Smith chosen profession.
is strictly a “Montana Law," having Strelver, while strictly a "Colorado"
taken all but the last semester of article is none the less also a genu
his senior year of the course here. ine “Montana Law.” This gentleman
La Rue la a Helena man where he reeclved his high school education in
graduated from high school. From Colorado and there also went to the
there he went to the University of Colorado Agriculture college, getting
Wisconsin, where he took a year's his A. B. degree. Soon tiring of farm
work. Upon the establishment of the | ing Strelver sold his fine ranch and
department of law here. Smith re
turned to his home state and took up j
(Continued on Page Eight.)

The department of law will Vltis
year send out ltd first regular elass.
However, we have four'mien to whom
we point with pride as our: “GradS.”
Burton R, Cole—^ur “Burton :IV'i—
was the first man to finish ’his work
here and start practice.' Modesty'pre
vents us from setting forth‘facts''khd
figures to depict the splendid 'progfdss
made by the first practicing' lawyer
from the University of Montana. Cole,
after entering the connubial state, re
moved to Lewistown,' Montana, where
he is now one of the leading attorneys
of that thriving city. Cole’s1shccbss
was even more than could be' hoped
for by any law school graduate.' Mr.
Cole now enjoys a lucrative •practice
of the best sort and it is the wish 'of
the Montana Law School that his jlopularity and pnv'tlce shall increase.
Our second lawyer, but our’ first
graduate and the first University of
Montana man to be admitted' to "the
bar was R. Justin Miller, better kndwn
as “Judge.” Miller left schdol at the
close of the first semester of the jre'ar
1912-13 and was granted his LL.B
after the close of the Schdol year.’From
here he went' to Hanford, Caltfortlia,
where he practiced for awhile with ’his
father. Being offered a position ‘ as
Instructor in the department of Bhglish, along with that of corrector’in
the law department of Stanford' "Uni
versity, Miller went there and' took
some post graduate work in hls'choSen
profession and received his J. D. degree
at Christmas time, 1913. “Judge"' is
not yet decided where he will loc'ate
but thinks it will be some place irt the
land of the Golden Gate. No' matter
where Miller decides to hang out his
shingle the profession of the state of
his choice will get ohe of’the keenest
young men ever graduated from any
law school. At the present time the
(Continued- on Page Two)

LA WYERS SHOW LOADS OF PEP
A T CHARTER DAY CELEBRATION

DEAN WHITLOCK
exceptional. This action at the time
it was taken met with some criticism
at the hands of some of our citizens
and a few of the members of our bar,
but I believe that the success and
growth of the Law School during the
three years of Us existence have con
clusively shown the wisdom of those
in authority in prescribing such en
trance requirements. The advantage
of such action was two-fold. It not
only brought to the Law School stu
dents who were better prepared but
it also enabled the faculty of the Law

"We Are Going to Have 100 Stu
dents Next Tear."
“New Building for the Law SchooL”
Carrying such banners as these and
singing at the top of their voices
songs specially written for the occa
sion, the law students of the Univer
sity yesterday commenced a campaign
which will end only when they have
secured what they want. They seized
upon Charter day as the most auspi
cious occasion for the introduction of
their battle, and the hearty manner
in which they opened fire added no
little to the appropriateness of the
official celebration of the birthday.
After seniors and Juniors had made
their respective swing-outs—the one
marked by the caps and gowns of
the fourth year, the other by ludicrous
costumes—the law students bursts

into assembly hall, startling the as
sembly there with an uproar of songs
and yells in which the alms, of the
department were set forth.
They paraded twice around th$ hall
and then took seats of honor just..be
hind the seniors, whence they rose at
opportune times to express their en
thusiasm or to spread their propa
ganda.
Some of the songs, fitted to..popu
lar college airs, follow:
One Hundred 8tudents.
Want 'em here, want 'em here; one
hundred Laws next year;
To have them around and all about,
whether short or slim or tall or
stout;
Want ’’em here, want ’em here, got to
have them all next year;
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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discussed and then dropped.” This is
an erroneous statement of the proceed
ings ^and should be corrected. The
first time that the matter came up
the vote was to refrain from grant
ing letters to the girls for this year.
Upon learning that they were pre
vented by a faculty ruling from play
ing more than two games of collegiate
standing each year, and as they had
played the alloted number besides sev
eral high school games, the Committee,
by a vote- of four' to three) carried a
motion to', reconsider its previous ac
tion. The only- thing that prevented
the granting of the letters at the same
time was the fact that no one was
able to suggest a design which would
be distinctive enough, so that it
could be distinguished from the let
ters given to the men; I sincerely
hope that this brief explanation will
serve to clear up the matter as to
the “stand” of the A. S. U. M. Execu
tive Committee.
R. H. WTEDMA.N,
President A. S. U. M.

It is with a feeling of genuine pleas
ure and pride that the Law School of
the University of Montana offers this,
its third annual Law Kaimin, to the
public. When one pauses to con
sider, it must be apparent that we
have many things over which to feel
proud. Aside from three successful
years upon which to look back, we
have had three sterling men added to
our faculty, our library has been aug
mented by many volumes and our de
partment has been moved to newer
and better quarters. We -are; happy
and appreciate this opportunity-to tell
people so. This being our issue, we
need not feel; any restraint except
the truth in extolling our own virtues,
accomplishments and possibilities.
In three years we have grown from
- obscurity to a position as one .-of the
leading law schools in the northwest.
From a class of a dozen students and
_two professors, we have -grown in
numbers until at present our enroll
ment is fifty odd with a faculty of
nine' trained men. ■ The type of men' POSITION OF THE LAW SCHOOL.
in the Law-School is'of' the highest.
They are - men, - in most instances, A question seemingly vexing in its
who have seen more of life than the nature, but really simple in its solu
average -student, and are therefore tion is and has been before the stu
better prepared to appreciate the seri dent body for three years. This ques
ousness of their position as profes tion is, “What relation does the law
sional students and better discharge department bear to the rest of the
the duties attendant to Such a. posi University?” Up to the present time
tion. We are more than proud of the query has not been answered in
our faculty. Made up of practical the minds of all of the students and
young men, unhampered by worn-out faculty. After sober second thought,
traditions, free from antiquated ideas however, there can be little doubt that
of teaching, and fully awake to the the legal department is as much a
pressing needs of a modern law member of the University proper as
school, they quickly saw and grasped the departments of Arts, Pharmacy,
the golden opportunity to make Mon Journalism or Education. One may
tana’s Law School the greatest in the ask why this question should be tak
northwest and one of the greatest in en up at this time. In answer to this
the world.
there are two arguments. First, this
And the combined efforts of faculty is the Law edition of The Kaimin and
and students have borne fruit. Today secondly, the situation was given add
we are able to offer to the intending ed prominence with the recent trian
law students a course not surpassed gular debate. Our representatives in
in any of the law schools of the making the debate agreement were
world and given by professors who prevailed upon to allow'the. contract
are far superior to the average pro to exclude the students of. the larg
fessors of the older law schools. A est and strongest department of the
reference to the fact that our stu University from participation in these
dents, who took the state bar exami contests. It is indeed a lamentable
nation in December even before com fact that those who, owing to their
pleting the first semester of their last chosen profession and methods of
year, ranked ahead of graduates of study, have the greatest tendencies to
the big eastern law schools is, of it engage in debates, should be excluded
self, enough to show the superiority of there from, merely because an institu
our curriculum and faculty.
tion without departments ' of equal
We realize that we are not journal standing and advancement so desires.
ists but hope in our own feeble way It is' to be regretted that our repre
to set forth just what we have to sentatives at the conference when that
offer and having done so, we hope to agreement was signed did not “hold
have, in a small way at least, put their own” and assert the rights to
forth the conditions as they exist have the entire student body of the
without exaggeration.
University given a chance to take part
in the debates. We are told that this
AN EXPLANATION.
contract is only made for a year.
This may be true but already we
In order to correct an erroneous Im have felt the injustice of its terms.
pression created by the columns of At the recent try-outs a law man was
last week’s Kaimin and the Missoullan the first alternate; but as he had
of even date therewith, I wish to give'! committed the great sin of enrolling
the correct proceedings of the A. s. I in the law school, he was deprived of
U. M. Executive Committee in regard the privilege of debating at Spokane
to letters for the co-ed basketball against Gohzaga. There can be little
players. In both papers reference was doubt that the man who was sent in
made to the fact that “the matter was the law man’s place was a good man,

but the fate does not alter the fact | entitled “The Profession of the Law,”
that an injustice has been done. Can- follows:
any one conscientiously contend that "The aristocracy of American brains
it is fair to eliminate the law men is now, and ever has been In the his
from participation in any of our inter tory of our nation, the American bar.
GOOD
collegiate or collegiate activities? Cer Plumed on the priceless ideals of the
THINGS
tainly not. If such a policy should republic, impressed in her inspiring in
be carried out the students of law stitutions, imprinted on her prevailing
TO EAT
would be forced to go through the policies, written into her imperishable
greater part of their college career principles, and linked with the very
Grocers to the South
without participation In the general life of her laws, is the influence of the
Side
student affairs of which they are of American lawyer.
necessity a part. In many cases, as in “Not, however, on this epntinent
the case of specials, the lawyers would alone, but in every clime where civil
be denied any participation whatever ization has carried forward the im
in those things which would otherwise mortal principle of liberty, the voice
The only
make their University life a pleasure, of the lawyer, above the din and tu
Short Mill Wood
long to- be remembered.
mult of retarding influences, has been
That is fair to Kaimin readers
The lawyers do not appeal for mer heard in tones of thunder to ’ring
is sold by
cy, but merely demand justice, not out the false, ring in the true.’ Now
only to themselves but to the rest of it is Erskine, with the impassioned fire
The Polleys Lumber
the University. ■The law school is well of his resistless eloquence, grappling
able and even willing to stand by it constructive treason and strangling
Company
self, but realizes -that in a student unto death which will never know a
(City saw mill)
body of five hundred all must lend resurrection morn. •Again, it is La
Dry stove length, $4.50 per load
their hearty support and co-operation bor!, with a purpose nothing could
Kindling ______ $3.75 per load
if the University of Montana wants to appall, tearing the mask of military
Office at the Mill. Phone 414.
maintain its position as the foremost despotism from the. imprisonment of
institution of learning in the state of Dreyfus, and mingling truth and Jus
Montana. We are~more than anxious tice with the eagles of France. Il
to render every assistance to further lustrations might be multiplied almost
advance the best interests of our alma Indefinitely, but it is enough if we
harken to their message and warning.
mater, and but ask the chance. Upon us of this generation is the re>
and Company
sponsibility of seeing that the match
THE HONOR SYSTEM.
less monuments of our predecessors
shall not with dishonor be defaced.
Since the law department of the The rule of the profession, whatever
A CLEAN STORE
University was inaugurated three may be the exception, is duty, rather
Good Goods
years ago that system known as the than success, integrity of character
“honor system” has been in vogue. and life, love of truth and right, re
Right Prices
This fact causes the pride of the spect if not reverence for authority,
TRY US and SEE
“shysters” to swell upon mention of human and divine, and abundant char
the custom, and justly so. In so short | ity for the frailties of man. These
a time it has become traditional that are the shining glory of the profes
no suggestion of dishonesty shall creep sion, bench and bar. And if these
into the law examinations. It can be principles are sometimes. obscured by
MISSOULA TRUST &
truthfully said that not once has the excessive zeal and emulation, ever and
SAYINGS BANK
privilege been abused. When one anon they will, like" the sun shadowed
Officers
compares this system with those of by a passing cloud, return to their
J.
M. Keith . . . . President
some of the larger eastern institutions, j original splendor.”
S.
J.
Coffee
. . . . Vice-Pres.
it shines from the comparison and
A. R. Jacobs . . . . Cashier
that western broad-mindedness 'be-'
R. C. Glddings, AseL Cashier
comes better knowWand appreciated.-*}
CAPITAL...............$300,000.04
In a large measure this custom is due
SURPLUS.............. 50,000.00
to the bigness of the law professors,
Three per oenit Interest Paid oa
past and present. From the very out
Savings Deposits.
(Continued from Page One.)
set these men have given their pro
teges the freest rein and not once has faculty or Stanford are trying to
their confidence been betrayed. On tempt Justin to accept a position as a
one occasion, last year, one of the pro professor in their English department,
fessors gave out his questions, ex but from present Indications their ef
plained them to the students and re forts will meet with little success.
ceived queries pertaining thereto, and Last year there were two men to
KEY WE8T AND DOMESTIC
then went about some business down get their degrees. 'One of these was
CIGARS.
town, leaving the students with no Oscar J. Thompson—“Tommy.” After
Pool and Billiards
one over them. These men wrote till a short visit in his home state, North
noon, left their papers on the tables, Dakota, Thompson started practice
Pipes, Tobaoeo and Cigarettes
went to their lunch and returned in with his brother in Kalispell, where he
Agents for JOHNSON’S SWEET
the afternoon to finish their answers was doing well when he was called
CHOCOLATES.
without as much as thinking of dis home to help his father settle up
“Meet Me at KellyV
cussing or looking up the questions. some business affairs. This trip al
Florence Hotel Building
And in the rooms where the tests take most cost the profession one of its
place the students are free to speak to promising men as Tommy turned from
the others or ask for paper or other the law to selling blooded cattle. We
things of a similar nature without understand, however, that this devia
having the slightest suspicion cast up tion is temporary and that Oscar will
For a Cup of
on them. These privileges have an scon be located in Eastern Montana
other good result in that they make following his profession. We can ap
the student feel less of a strain usu preciate Thompson’s position and hope
ally attendant to an examination. The he will soon have enough of that
good results are too obvious to need elusive article (pandger) corraled with
mention and should carry great weight which to start in practice in earnest.
in the selection of a law school with Last, but not least, comes A. B. HobGo to
the men who intend to take up the litt—“Hob.” He was the other half
greatest of all professions. May this of the class of 1913. Instead of seek
honorable custom be forever an ina-r ing fields afar, Hoblitt hung out his
lienable part of the Law School of shingle right in our midst. .At the
the University of Montana
present time he maintains an office
in the Masonic Temple in Missoula.
THE PROFESSION OF THE LAW. I Hob is another good exception to the
THE
rule that young lawyers must starve
WESTERN MONTANA
In our own University life we hear for a number of years before they can
the same jests and criticisms made be numbered with the “sure-enough"
NATIONAL BANK
upon the legal profession as we do in lawyers. He has already been success
the larger sphere of life. We hear ful several times in the District Court
CAPITAL................$300,000.00
the uninformed using as synonymous and also in the Federal Court In his
SURPLUS............... 50,000.00
terms the words “lawyer” and “liar.” spare time Mr. Hoblitt is the city
It is evident that those who have juvenile officer in which capacity he is
chosen this profession as their life equally successful.
G. A Wolf . . President
work must necessarily feel some re
J. H. T. Hyman . Cashier
sentment toward those who make such Mr. Bunsby—If that young man’s
statements. A true understanding of coming here to see you every day in
the ideas and ideals of the average at the week you had better give him a
Peoples Shoe Repair Shop
torney will quickly disillusion any per hint to come after supper.
son holding the commonly prevalent Miss Bunsby—I don’t think it’s nec106 South Third
mistaken ideas of lawyers. An article es'ary, pa. That’s what he comes Apprenticed mechanic, maker of hoots
and shoes to order.
written by Presley K. Ewing in the after.—Ex.
NO FACTORY WORK
current issue of “Case and Comment”
throws light upon the proper status of At Stanford University one hundred Original and Guaranteed Work. Give
Us a Trial.
the profession. The article, which ’s seventy candidates have signed up for
Pat Nolan, Proprietor.

Barber<£ Marshall

Henley, Eigeman
Grocers

Owen Kelly

Good Coffee and
Quick Lunch

The Coffee Parlor
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Ithrough that institution by coaching
football and baseball teams, and by
!tutoring bonehead studes in private.
IUpon graduation from Harvard he
went to San Francisco where he en
gaged in the practice of law until he
Iwas called to the University of Mon;
tana.
BIG GERMAN SETS FORTH ONE PHI BETA KAPPA MAN AND ALL
Professor Leaphart reminds one in
OF MANY REA8ON8 FOR OUR
AROUND ATHLETE IS NEW
many ways of Woodrow Wilson. He
GREATNE88.
FACULTY MEMBER.
has many of Wilson’s little habits of
manner and thought. He appeals to
one at first sight as being perfectly
The get-together spirit of the Law Charles W. Leaphart was bom in frank, candid, and fair. There is such
School has been noticeable not alone in Brookfield, Missouri, about thirty years certain earnestness and sincerity in
this department but to others as well. ago. He finished the high school his statements that one is never tempt
It may be those that get together or it
ed'to dispute them. In college activi
may be the things they get together course in that town in 1901 and en ties, in the classroom, in private life
for that give rise to much favorable tered the University of Missouri at he-represents the highest type of col
comment. At any rate there is more Columbia the same year. Some stu lege man.
of a spirit of unity among the law stu dents are proud, to make their letter In Professor Leaphart Is enthusiastic
track, or football, or basketball, and about the Montana Law School. He
dents than any other department.
The class lines are not drawn dis students whose ambitions run in this .says that it is far ahead of Missouri,
tinctly and the relationship of faculty direction are usually prone to neglect or Kentucky, or any other state law
is such that they all work together their studies. Others who seek for school with which he is acquainted.
for one common purpose, the Law classroom honors are rarely seen at Leaphart brings to Montana the en
football games, and whenever they at thusiasm of-youth, yet the advantages
School.
The get-together spirit is also shown tend a baseball game they confuse the nf a long experience. With such men
by the lady lawyers and their co-oper pitcher with the water boy. • Profes as this on the law faculty, the Law
ation is freely given and accepted at sor Leaphart, while in college, repre School will certainly prosper.
sented the highest type of an Ameri
all times.
The real basis of concerted action can college student. He virtually gave
AN APT PUPIL.
among the law students is the promo to his college all that he possessed.
tion of the Law School. General plans He made his letters in baseball, foot
A
little
boy asked his teacher, who
for the best interests of the depart- ball and track, and he also won a
ment are always paramount in any en- ] membership in that high-brow frater was a Christian Scientist, if he might
terprise which the law school enters! nity, Phi Beta Kappa He was also a be excused from school that day, as
into Discussions are always free and! member of the Phi Gamma Delta fra- his father was sick.
open; each one feels free, whether: ternity, and he was president of the "I guess your father isn’t really sick,
instructor or student to express his! all senior class in 1904. He remained Willie; he just thinks he’s sick.”
views. The freedom from any faction in college until 1906, when he received “Yessum, he’s sick,” protested Wil
makes it such that opinions can be ex the degree of master of arts. In 1906 lie:
pressed for their merits. The- reason he accepted a position as instructor in “Now, Willie,- you go home and tell
for this common spirit of progresslvlsm the Greenville, Mississippi high school your father not to think he is sick,
is that the founders and benefactors From 1907 to 1909 he was assistant and he’ll get well.”
ot' the Law School instituted this' professor Of Latin and Greek in the Willie returned in a few days, and
spirit- at the beginning. It may be j State University of Kentucky at Lex the teacher said, "How is your father,
that the inspiring picture of the eml- ington. In 1910 he entered Harvard Willie?” k
nent lawyer, W. W. Dixon, which hangs ■ law school and he made his way “Please ma’am,- he thinks he’s dead.”
in the library, instills a spirit of pride
into the student body, or it may be the
books which Dixon and Marshall used
in their law practice infuses a spirit j
of a greater law school, or it may be j
mere personal pride with which the
students wish to look upon their in- j As- the lawyers are to the outer world tor of much promise. I. E. Merrick
stltution both now and in after life so are the law students to the Univer was chosen as first alternate in the
that binds the individuals of the de- j sity. In' almost every walk of life one debate try-outs but Owing to the poor
partment into a single unit for the I will find a lawyer at the head. Most agreement was denied the honor of
common cause of putting the Law of our presidents and public men have participating in the Gonzaga debate.
School on a par with other great in come from the ranks of the barristers, Merrick was also the joint winner ot
and the future promises to uphold the the Buckley prize and it was only by
stitutions of the northwest.
The results which are attained by custom of the past and continue to the merest chance that he was not
the get-together spirit Insure a last-1 put the lawyers in the positions of chosen to represent the University in
ing friendship between school, faculty honor and trust. In the affairs of the the state oratorical contesL The A. S.
and student and one that will remain students will be found the lawyers I>. M. executive committee numbers
as a valuable asset to the young law taking leading parts. The present and among its member^ Miss Bernice Self
yer who is building character. The retiring presidents of the A. S. U. M. ridge, Ed Craighead, Carl Cameron and
whole-hearted, loyal and efficient co both hail from the legal department. Meritt Owsley. The three latter are
operation and support of Judge Clay- Dornblaser was elected last spring to also prominent athletes. “Possum” Is
berg, which endears him to the stu- | the office by an easy majority and has the holder of the state shot-put record
dent and which calls forth when a ref- i also shown himself to be one of the and was the highest point winner in
erence is made to the law students at best football players in the northwest last year’s University-Montana State
Montana from the judge, "My boys,” I as well as a point winner in the field College of Agriculture and Mechanical
shows that there is more underlying events in the track meets. Upon find Arts meet. Ed will also be a source
the association in school than gaining j ing his studies and other duties grow of disappointment *to the rival track
an education. The department in a ing too heavy to be carried along with teams this year. He was our center in
concerted effort is working at present j the A. S. U. M. presidency "Dorn” football in 1913 and was a wonder.
for a law building and the workers are handed in his resignation and when “Cam” is also a track man. He was
not to be denied. One hundred stu- j the students found themselves left bur captain In 1912 and was one of the
dents in the Law School on Septem- i without a leader they again turned to largest point winners last year. Carl is
ber 15, 1915, is also an aim of the de- j the followers of Blackstone to supply also an ex-president of the A. S. U. M.
partment and a systematic campaign the man. A petition was drawn up “Punk” has always been one of the
is under way so the result can be at and “Spud” Wiedman was elected with consistent score getters in track and
tained. Practicability and effort go i out opposition to step into Dornblaser’s football. In the last past track season
hand in hand In any concerted effort to j shoes. The new president gives prom le was our captain and added material
advance and the Laws are leaving no j ise of being as progressive as his pre ly to the final count. Owsley is one
decessor and has already started the of the greatest half-backs in the north
stone unturned to gain their object.
The get-together spirit will not bene- | movement for some real university west football world. The first-year
fit the Law School as a department traditions. Wiedman is also a football law men are not without their propor
alone, but will also advance the gen- j and track man. He played straight tion of prominent men. "Red” Cum
eral welfare of the institution as a through the season in the former mings led the basketball team last
unit. In future years it will be a sport and showed the real law spirit winter and with them made a cred
pleasure for the graduates of the Law j throughout. In track last year the itable showing. The fact that he is so
School to look back with pride upon! lanky German made the best time made modest prevents the writer from re
the results obtained by the concerted i by any Montana man in the quarter counting his social and other achieve
and half-mile races, and is out this ments. To go on and name the promi
action of students and faculty.
The results obtained by this get-to- year to uphold the honor of the Uni nent men in the law “bunch” would
Bother spirit will not only show itself i versity in these events. The legal necessitate a review of the entire Law
here at the University, but will make j lights also boast of many other prom School, with a column or so on one
Itself manifest in every community inent men in the University activities. E. Pat Kelly, the gridiron and social
in which a Montana graduate locates, <Brown, the speedy little cinder artist. Hon, and a great deal about others in
for he will continue to work for and Was the second highest point winner cluding Anderson, Boddy, Warren, et
promote the school of law and the gen- ] •u last year's season and will surely al. The entire Law School is made
eral welfare of the University of Mon do as well this year, although he has up of men who are here for the knowl
tana for Montana people.
P. L. D. more opposition than heretofore. Jim edge they can get and at the same
mie also served very efficiently as time are loyal to their alma mater and
cheer leader during the football sea give some of their time to the upbuild
Bureau of Printing for work that son last fall But the law men do not ing of the institution in other ways
satisfies, gains recognition and an at confine themselves to athletica We than in that of the foremost institu
tractiveness that predominates.
have in our midst a debater and ora- tion of learning in the state.

DORNBLASERTELLSTHE CHARLES W. LEAPHEART IS
LAWSTOGETTOCETHER NEW PROFESSOR

LAWYERS ARE PROMINENT MEN
LEAD IN ALL ACTIVITIES

Anaconda Copper M ining Co.
Lumber Department, Bonner, Montana
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Pine,
Larch and Fir Lumber, and all kinds of mill work
and box shooks.
A Specialty Being Made of Fruit Boxes.

F IN E S T A T IO N E R Y
When writing letters nice stationery is an Important factor—it often
means much for the writer. Our stock is full of atractlve sizes and
colors and represents everything new and up-to-date.

M ISSO U L A DRUG CO M PANY
HAMMOND BLOCK

UNITED
CLOTHES
SHOP
We specialize on suits
and overcoats at one
price.
No more $15.00 No less
Equal to Others at $25.00.

Your inspection invited.

A. G. Spalding & Bros.

PEERS & WHITE
314 Higgins Avenue

S p a l d i n g ’s
for over thirty-five years—have
been the ones to think out, and
put on the market, things really
new in sport.
ARE YOU POSTED ON JUST
WHAT’8 NEW THIS YEAR?
Send for our Catalogue. Hun
dreds of illustrations of what to
use and wear—For Competition
—For Recreation—For Health—
Indoor and Outdoor.
1
711 2nd Ave.

J

Royal Bakery
Home Made Bread,
Cakes, Pies, Rolls,
Cookies and Doughnuts
Hot Cross Buns Every Friday
Bell 415. 531 8o. Higgins, tnd. 1687

Seattle, Wash.

V_____________ J
Dr. R. H. Nelson
Dentist
Room 46 Higgins Block
Phone 1009
Missoula, Mont.

116 West Cedar
Bell Phone 909
MI880ULA

Missoula Hotel

J. A . Cavander
GENERAL ELECTRIC SUPPLIE8
Construction and Repairs. Fixtures,
Bells, Batteries, Etc.
Both Phones
318 Higgins Ave.

Dr. A sa W illard
Osteophathic Physician

Jas. A. Walsh. Mgr.
8team Heat
Electrio Light
Electrio Bells and Telephones in
AS! Rooms.

Student Photographer
New Location 138 Higgins

Ward Studio

Roome 118, 119, 120, 121
2nd Floor First National Bank Bldg. ! Europaan>
Wa are dispensers in all

Misses’ Ready-to-Wear
Goods
: THE LEADER

H. L. shapard, Prop.

HOTEL SHAPARD

Missoula, Mont
Private Baths.
Steam Heat
Hot and Cold Water.
Cafe and Bar.

"Economists to the People.”

We sell Missoula REAL E8TATB
and write FIRE and othe~ olassea of
IN8URANCE.

Picture Frames
Art Goods

W. H. SMEAD COMPANY

Simons Paint and
Paper House
12 Higgins Avenue
GEORGE MILLER,
The Barber
Under the First National
Bank Building

Phone 212.

Missoula, Mont.

For good shoe repairing, student*
see us, The

NEW METHOD
Shoe Repair Factory
Bell 370 Blk.

322 N. Higgins Av«

We Make a Specialty of
Picture Framing

McKay Studio
Higgins Block.
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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MONTANA’S TRACK SEASON IS IN FULL SWING
THAT WASHINGTON STATE MEET
M I I SESTO BE SOME THRILLER
Montana Will Meet Team From Pullman Next Friday With
the Strongest Team in Varsitys’ History—
Hammer Throw May Be Dropped.

TRACK SCHEDULE
Handicap Meet....'April 17, 4 p. m.
Freshmen—High School..........
........ ......April 18, 4 P. M.
W. S. C.—Varsity
........ ...
........ ..... April 25, 2:30 p. m.
Idaho-Varsity (at Moscow)...
____.....__.....£................. May 2
Triangular Meet..... ..... ......—...
................... May 12, 2:30 p. m.
Championship Meet........ May 22

AGGIES’ TEAM
|NEW JERSEYS
LOOKS STRONG
FOR THE MEN
FARMERS HAVE A WELL-BAL- TRACK TEAM IS NOW DECKED
ANCED SQUAD ROUNDING
OUT IN HANDSOME NEW
INTO SHAPE.
SUITS.

K E N C K INDIVIDUAL HEILMAN HAS SCHEME

j Ten more days and the track season in December with the result that he is
Boy From Butte is Slated to Pull Coach Has a Great Plan for Cutting
ifor the University will open with one topping the hurdles in better form and
Down the High Honors at TrianDown High Expenses for
with
more
speed
than
ever
before.
A
;of the best .college track teams In the
gular Meet in May.
Hurdles.
Circumstantial Evidence
•.northwest on the program. The track prettier hurdler than Ronan cannot be
-and field meet between Washington found, and if he is only able to put the
State College and the Varsity is sched same speed in the coming meet that he "Doc” Heilman appeared this week So far, news of the ability of the There is joy in the camp of the track
uled for the 25th of April and only is showing in practice the Pullman togged out .in one of the new track College of Agriculture and Mechanic squad. Manager Armitage presented
/impossible weather will keep the peo men will have the race of their lives. team jerseys. What’s the dope “Doc,” Arts has drifted across the range. How track outfits consisting of pants, shirts
The Distances.
ple of Missoula from seeing some fast
ever, it is certain that the Farmer and chamois pushers to every man who
athletics. The W. S. C. squad is ex- The two-mile material is mighty going to try out for the team?
boys are working faithfully. The Ag is coming out regularly. All season
.ceptionally strong this year. In Cooke scarce this year. The old reliable
gies are a faithful and loyal bunch the squad has been suffering from lack
;the Farmer boys have a consistent 10- Captain Taylor, dander, the crack Those editors of The Weekly Ex and are dangerous at all times in any of clothes, and the gift from the stu
;second man, and he is the first one to South Dakota star, and Harry Ade ponent, (the paper issued by the Col thing they attempt. From what little dent body was warmly welcomed. It
run on Montana field since the balmy will have to bear the brunt of the lege of Agriculture and Mechanic dope we have Webster is flying over was plainly noticeable that the boys
days of Bob Cary. In the same squad marathon work. This is really , tak Arts located at Bozeman) are sure 11 feet in the pole vault. He trimmed showed more pep and spirit in their
is Crane, the sensational Tacoma ing Ade out of his distance for his best
our "Pat” Sheedy last year, and this, work than they have been. A small
high school jumper who holds the race is in the mile. Captain Taylor can there when it comes to handing out will give him added confidence when reward such as this will do wonders
world’s interscholastic record in the go the distance and with dander dope. Just remember that meets are he comes for the Triangular. ' That the for the struggling track squad. The
high jump, clearing 6 feet 3 inches. should make a stiff pair to beat. These won on the field and not in papers. record in the high jump has been jerseys are maroon in color and the
\These two men will undoubtedly be three men along with Simpkins, McCoy, We at the State University will have a beaten consistently by Cy Gatton, the pants have a maroon ribbon down the
;a big drawing card, and Missoula peo- Baird and Templeton will also step few bouquets to hand out to our op wonderful Bozeman high school star, sides. In order that the "M” men may
ponents bu£ we will reserve the honor is known. Max Kenck, the reliable
iple will have a chance to see high- the mile.
until about May thirteenth. Watch hurdler hailing from the Copper City, be distinguished from the rest of the
:class athletes in action.
squad the same color jerseys have the
The half-mile squad takes in Weid- our smoke.
is out for the individual honors, and track “M” in silver color placed on
Hammer or Javelin?
man, Web Jones, Higgins, Schroeder,
*
*
*
his
friends
are
confident
he
will
make
I
the
front. This is another wise move
Athletic Director Mustaine is in re I Robinson, L. Brown and Darrow. These The presence of Paul Greenough on
on the part of Coach Heilman and
ceipt of a letter from Coach Bender men are all in running condition and the field Tuesday afternoon put the good.
the best men will be picked next Satur “pep” into the weight men, and we In the sprints they have Jolly, last Director Mustaine. From now on the
year’s interscholastic champion, and | “M” men cannot say that they get nb
jthrow be abolished from the coming day.
are looking for results from this coach
:dual meet and that the javelin throw ■ With the idea of adding the mile re ing. Many thanks, Greenough, for Clarkson. Jolly’s sprinting ability is I reward for their work, and again those
be substituted. Bender says that the lay to the program of events the Var this assistance. Such spirit is appre well known, as the Varsity will not who aspire to be honor men will strive
hammer throw is barred from athletics sity has put special stress on its quar ciated by both coach and students. have the walkaway they had last year. all the harder to become one
•,in their territroy and that they haven’t ter-mile run. Here they are, look them Allen Toole's work for the past few Clarkson is credited with 101-4 seconds Coach Heilman claims to have brok
a hammer in the school, and also that over. Higgins, the prettiest runner on weeks in aiding the jumpers and hurd in the century dash and the Farmers en into the ranks of the famous in
it is impossible for them to practice the field; Web Jones, the interscho lers is also appreciated and Montana | claimed that sickness kept him from ventors. He is thinking real earnest
with It as the field is being used for lastic star and the best-known of the U is certainly indebted to these two I cleaning up in the sprints last year. ly about applying for a patent he has
baseball practice. Neither Director lot; Wiedman, trie sturdy son of Law; men for the assistance they have al We all know that wonderful little run for a hurdle. The ordinary hurdle has
nel*, Schumacher, and the milers and a long iron rod running through the
Mustaine or Coach Heilman would Darrow, who gave a good account of ready given.
two-milers of the Varsity squad have top pieces intact so that they will be
make any statement last night as to himself in the Varsity-College of Agri what their idea is on the matter. How culture and Mechanic Arts meet; “Em” The “sample” of Doc Heilman's new all the respect in the world for his able to stand the strain of being
ever^ it .,is not likely that Bender’s Stone, who is always hard to beat hurdle has finally arrived and judging ability. We shall know more of the knocked around. “Doc” didn’t have
proposition will be accepted. To abol when in condition; Robinson, a plucky from appearances there will be no Aggies and the Mines by next week, enough money to buy 50 hurdles with
ish -the. hammer throw is nearly the young Freshman who not only runs more barked knees and bruised ankles and some line on their respective abil the long iron rod running through them
so here is where the brain work came
same as giving away 5 points if the well but trains consistently; “Wink” sustained by the hurdlers. The light ities will be available.
in; he left out.the rod and simply put
(form Eddie Craighead is showing at Brown, who runs consistently but weight of the new hurdles is a wel
The
Aggies
have
agreed
to
abolish
a short bolt on each side. Now he has
doesn’t
train
at
all;,
Ronan,
who
makes
the present time counts for anything.
come feature.
the hammer throw in their dual meet enough money to buy the sufficient
On the other hand adding the javelin his initial appearance with the idea
* * #
throw is also giving away 5 points that whoever beats him will have to do The work,on the track is progress with the Washington State College, number of hurdles.
and probably 9, for a javelin has never it first, and Schroder, who has been ing slowly and in the meantime run April 27. The javelin throw will be
been seen on Montana field in practice. sick and is not yet in good running ners are getting sore muscles from its substituted. This' looks like a bad the street railway company, they had
move for the Farmer boys, for they as regular clients some of the best
The initial appearance of this event condition.
use, but from past eyidence of speed
was when the Idaho champions threw Undoubtedly Montana’s weakest spot in getting the track in shape, the work have an exceptionally strong man in known buiness houses in Chicago,
among whom were the National Cash
i t ' in exhibition. It is too late in the is in the dashes. Unless Higgins, Col this year is marvelously fast, compared Jolly.
Register Coriipriny, the Toledo Comput
season to attempt to develop a man lins or W. Brown can show something to former years.
ing Scale company, the Burroughs
who could even place. About the only in the near future, the Varsity will not
*
*
*
Adding Machine company, the A. J.
thing that can be done to be fair to score very heavily. Higgins, with a The jumping pits are now finished
Deer company, iric., the Packard Mo
both sides is to call both of these events little more tutoring, may develop into and the vaulters are having good prac
tor Car company, the Silver Leaf Build
off and throw the javelin as an exhibi a first-class dash man, as he has every tice as a result Montana is to be I
(Continued
from
Page
One.)
ing and Loan association, and many
appearance of making good. Collins complimented on her ^Jumping pits for
tion event.
other smaller concerns.
has a world of ability but is inclined they are as good as hny in the coun
Toole Hopeful.
master’s degree, majoring in English To those who ask why Professor
to
shirk
the
hard
but
necessary
part
That the University has the makings
try, and in our brier travel through and history. In 1904 he entered the
of a track team and will give W. S. C. l of track work. He is plenty fast for this vale of tears we have seen one or University of Chicago law school, Ayer gave up such a large practice
and came west to teach in the Uni
the
Varsity
team
if
he
would
only
get
A tough battle was the opinion ex
two.
studying continuously, including the versity it may simply be said that
*
*
#
pressed by'Allan Toole, Montana’s for into condition. He is the best hurdler
summer months, and at the end of great success in the practice of law in
in
the
squad
when
going
good.
Wing
mer champion high jumper, as he was
Now, student0.body, pray for good three years he was able to carry away
viewing the old battlefield and watch-' field Brown, the Philipsburg wonder, weather for the rest of the spring, and the honor, praise and glory that a Chicago is not all that is to be desired
will
be
hard
to
beat
in
the
furlong
ing the youngsters work out. Allan
when meet time rolls around watch University reserves for its most intelli in life. In a city as large as Chicago
has been up against the Pullman boys distance. Coach Heilman vows that he Montana’s men smoke up the old track. gent and faithful students While a a man becomes only a part of a great
before and knows their ability from will make a cracking good man just as Don’t forget that financial support is student he was vice president of the machine: He loses his identity in that
A .to ,z. - Allan 'is just as -loyal to his soon as he stops doing all the running also needed as well as your moral sup celebrated James Parker Hall Memorial great mass of teeming humanity.
alma mater as he always -was and night with his Tegs and begins using hn» port, and if you come through as you club. He was elected president of the Aborit the only thing a person can do
is to make money, and the opportu
after night he can be seen coaching brains.
ought Montana is going to be there— law council in his second year and was nities
for doing good are reduced to a
Pole Vault Strong.
the high jumpers and hurdlers. His
right on top of the .whole bunch—I elected again the following year, he he-' minimum.
These are the considera
superioriktidwleflg'e'along with his abil The high jump is an uncertainty. The when the season closes. But, come ing the only student of that law school tions that struck
as he sat
ity. makes, him.- a valuable addition to subject is closed with the prayer that what will, watch us in that Triangular. who was ever honored twice with that lifr his great officeMr.InAyer
busy Chicago.
the Lord ^ill be kind enough to pro We’re going to. be there like a house office. When he finished, he finished
the coaching staff.
One day he heard of the wonderful
.. Watch Eddie Craighead! . This big duce someone in time to beat the Ag- afire.
at the head of his class with a cum opportunities there were of building tip
fellow is mighty quiet this.year jn hi? igles. With the pole vault it is differ
laude and a J.D.
a
law school at the University,
work, but Ij.^, jhaan’t missed a night ent. Sheedy, "Hop” Prescott, W. Brown,. I climax the city refuse? to .put the Uni After- he graduated he went into the Of'great
Montana. The old longing for the
since tnO snow* left the ground. Did Peg Lansing, “Red” Cummings and versity on. its water wagon list. Coach office of the wall known Chicago firm class
came back to him; he saw
you.’ ever ;hear, -of his running Lmate Jim Anderson are flying through the Heilman promises to have the track in of Hoyne, O’Conner, Hoyne & Irwin. visionsrooni
of a more peaceful life among
Suchy?... Probably, not He is .another air every evening until made to stop. the best condition it has ever been in The next year he went Into the office the mountains,
of pleasanter surround
one of these quiet boys who is work We make no predictions as to being time . for the Freshmen-High School of Albert H. Meads and two* years ings. for his family,
and of opportu
ing hard and saying nothing. This able to. ,Wjin, this event,- but we feel meet,
later he was taken into the firm as nities to help' yOung men to-’ get
sfrent pfelr ’•vfrill1make the loudest noise good whenever thinking about it.
partner, a goal that most, lawyer are started right who are ambitious to
AT THE DORM.
when the right, time comes. It’s a sure Coach Heilman is working faithfully
proud to arrive at after five or ten engage in the practice of law.
gamble that ‘‘Si>ud’’ Wiedman will run on the. track these days. However,
years of active service. The firm of It has been only seven months since
his race:and .the man that beats him he is having his troubles, and things Betty—"Do you know what Jack’s Meads & Ayer was very successful. Professor Ayer came .to Montana, but
must-always be- a faster runner. He are not going as well as they might. collar makes me think of?”
When Mr. Ayer left Chicago, to come in that short time. he has won the
is paying special attention to the quar The “working element” of the student Alice—“No; what?’’ ...
west the firm was well known all over affection of all those who have come
ter mile this year. “Dago” Ronan body fails to show up half of the time; i Betty—"A whitewashed fence around the city. In addition to a large num
started-get,ting into condition for track the money runs out, and to cap the a lunatic asylum.”
ber of the personal injury cases against
(Continued on Page Five.)
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LAW STUDENTS---FOUNDATION OF ATHLETIC TEAMS
! will be needed to take his place In 1
Shot Put—Suchy, Sheridan, Jones,
H., Hopper, Angevine, Higgins.
holding down left-end on the team.
Pole Vault — Sheedy, Brown, W..
I Another law senior, who was one of;
Prescott.
the mainstays of the 1913 football
Hammer Throw—Souchy, Prescott,
team, was E. Pat Kelly. Pat’s case*1
Angevine, Jones, Hopper.
MANY LAW MEN MAKE THEIR shows again the spirit that is making!
Discus—Same as hammer.
LETTERS IN THE GOOD
Javelin—Hopper, Souchy, Angevine,
j the Law School the giant of the Uni-; WE ARE REPRESENTED BY
FIRST YEEAR MEN AND MIS Jones, H., Sheridan.
OLD GAME.
I verslty. Giving up time needed for j THREE MEN ON REGULAR
SOULA HIGH SCHOOL MEET
study Pat came out to make possible i
LINEUP.
ON TRACK AND FIELD.
BRILLIANT MAN IS AYER.
the two victories over the College of
OWSLEY
NEXT
CAPTAIN
| Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, by dl- j
(Continued from Page Four.)
The track season of the University
recting the team from his old position I With the coming of spring has come
of Montana will open Saturday after to know him. With his especial edu Husky Twin Bridges Man Will Be at at quarter. Pat is another law senior the bug that draws thousands every
cation and training, with his great
noon when the Freshman class lock personal magnetism and his sympa
Head of Next Team of Warriors ; whose next struggles will be on the day throughout the land to the
ball parks, and the infection this spring
horns with Missoula high school.
thetic nature, he has become a true
to Take Farmers’ Measure.
floor of a courtroom.
Despite inclement weather and the friend and companion of all the fel
“Punk” Owsley as a football player reached the University of Montana to
bad condition of the track the var lows; he is recognized as one of the
is anything but what his name would such a degree that a baseball team
sity babes are favorites over Mc- strongest and ablest men on the fac | As in all other university activities Indicate. Owsley played fullback this was organized in the face of the lack
ulty,
and
he
has
taken
his
place
in
of financial support from the student
| the students from the Law School were
Gough’s protoges. Captain Higgins
has about 20 men to use and has the foremost ranks of the legal in- j the mainstay of the football team. It year, and is the captain-elect for the body. As in other branches of ath~
1914
eleven.
His
playing
needs
no
re
I
structors
of
the
west
But
it
is
his
letics in the University, the students
worked hard to place them properly so
i was upon the men of the team who
as to make every place count. The personal qualities that commend him I were from the Law School that the view and the Law School again next from the “School in the Basement” ore
year will be represented by leadership to be found as the leaders and prime
high school has never defeated the most. He believes In the University
movers.
Freshmen and they are prepared to of Montana, in its law school, and brunt of the responsibility came when of one of Montana's teams.
ever
the
team
was
in
a
tight
hole,
and
in
Its
students.
Ed. Craighead, while not a senior While the prowess of this team has
do anything desperate to reverse the
'
He
has
a
genuine
interest
in
every
they
were
there
at
all
times
to
meet
law,
has
played
his
last
game
of
col
not
yet reached far and wide over the
former results.
lege football, having had four years of breadth of the land, nevertheless the
No officials have been selected yet. fellow here. He is the confidant of that responsibility.
The meet will start precisely at 2:30 j | those who are in trouble; the first When Captain Smead was ruled out) college football. Ed held down the po spirit of the Law School is found
aid to those who are down and out. of the game because of injuries, there I sition of right tackle and as is the case there fighting on in the face of many
p. m.
Admission 50c. All students 25c. J To be with him is like walking on was one man upon whom was thrown on the left side of the line, his place difficulties. While it is probable that
The annual meets between these j the seashore in the sunlight. At 35 the duty of captaining a team and will be hard to fill. However, Ed has | no intercollegiate games will be played,
teams in past years have always been j he has still the unsullied ideals, the carrying the load of leadership. Act not severed his connection with the the team under the leadership of Cap
Interesting and worth the price of ad- j unbroken faith of a boy, and any man ing Captain Dornblaser toon the cap game, for he is preparing the schedule tain Owsley will try to build up a
may be his comrade if he will, nay, taincy at a time when it meant per for the 1914 eleven, and will guide the baseball reputation for the University
mission.
sonal loss to him to devote his ener destines of next year’s team from the In this “neck of the woods” by taking
Below is the l!«t of entries and I his very brother.—I. E. M.
gies to football. His play at tackle “bench.”
I on teams from Hamilton, Bonner, Steevents. They will not be run off In j
HE
PAID.
needs
no review. In every city in which Bill Anderson showed the real speed vensville and the various independent
this order, but are subject to change: j
Her
lips
he
kissed,
the
Baron
has
played
his
ability
has
of
the
Law
School
by
getting
out
for
organizations of the city of Missoula
100-Yard Dash—Clapper, Brown, W.!
And cried, "Oh, bliss!”
attracted the attention of the critics, the team and making his letter. Bill’s One victory has already been grabbed
Higgins, Stone.
The maiden hissed:
and whether Montan be victor or loser lack of weight was a decided disad by the defeat administered to the City
220-Yard Run—Clapper, Brown, W., !
You’ll pay for this!"
Dorn's playing has been & feature.
vantage, but he more than made up for Independents by the University team.
Higgins, Stone.
-She
spoke
the
truth,
On the left wing, playing beside the the deficiency by his fighting ability. Owsley, Kelly and Crawford are the
440-Yard Run—Higgins, Jones, W.,
acting
captain
was
another
senior
Law
Bill
is slated for a place as a regular representatives of the Law School in
His
fatal
frolic
Robinson, Stone.
Raymond Wiedman needs .no introduc next year, and the Law School will this'branch of athletics.
Laid low the youth
880-Yard Run—Jones, Robinson, Me- I
With painter’s colic. —Ex. tion to Montana spectators. His run, again be well represented on the 1911
Coy.
which made the first touchdown possi eleven.
AN ODD CASE.
Mile Run—Robinson, McCoy, Judble in the second Aggie game, will It is the speed and spirit that is be “1 met a young woman today who
FAR ENOUGH.
son.
long
be
remembered
at
the
University
ing
shown
by
the
law
men
on
the
ath
seemed a little queer.”
High Hurdles—McHaffle, Owens, Grocer—"Want a situation as de
livery boy? Well, can you tell me how of Montana, as will his pugilistic ten letic field and upon Montana’s teams “How so?”
Clapper.
dencies and abilities. “Spud” leaves that accounts for the meteoric rise of “She wasn’t sure that her son would
Low Hurdles—Finklenberg, Clapper, far the moon is from the earth, eh?
Boy—“Well, guv’nor, I don’t know, the. University this June, graduating, the Law School at the University and ever be president.”
Brown, W. McHaffie.
but I reckon it ain’t near enough to and bearing with him his “LL.B.” de it is the same spirit that guarantees to
High Jump—Prescott, Brown, L.
Broad Jump — Ricketts, Higgins, interfere with me delivering groceries.” gree. His presence on. the team will the University its fighting, scrappy For society and business stationery,
be missed next fall, and a good man athletic teams.
see the Bureau of Printing.—Adv.
He got the job.
Brown, W.

H. H. Batem an
and Company.
DRUGS, BOOKS
AND STATIONARY
337 N. Higgins Avenue
Bell 260 Red

Ind. 1661

Home Plate
Pool and Billiard Hall.
Cigars, Cigarette, Tobacco and
Candy. Best billiard and pool
tablet in town.
WM. McBRIDE, Prop.
103 W. Front St.

Phone 1334 J

LAWYERS ALSO GET BIT BY
BASEBALL BUG

WE’RE STRONG
IN FOOTBALL

F R O - HIGH SCHOOL
TANGLE ON SATURDAV

Union Market
Meets your meat needs.

'EMPRESS

8ee Our Fine Diaplay of Poultry

T O D A Y ’S P R O G R A M

BOTH PHONE8
Bell 117
Ind. 431
130-132 Higgins Avenue

"How Is Your Coal Pils?”

The Perry Coal
Company
J. M. SWANGO, Mgr.

“REPENTANCE”

A sensational mystery story,
prettily told and abounding in
situations of splendid dramatic
power, featuring William Gllckman.

Phones 662

Jeweler and Optician
Repairing a specialty
114 East Main Street
Missoula,
Montana

Keystone Comedy.

“A Barnyard
Flirtation”
A delightful comedy with many

accentric and exceedingly excrutlatlngly funny situations,
full of rich humor and surprises.

l i t ~ — •—

J 110 E. Cedar

J.D. Rowland

Empress Pipe Organ and Con
cert Orchestra.

V.

J

Hoit-Dickinson Piano
Company

Special attention given
to sheet music. Popular
music 15c per copy.
223 Higins Avenue
Missoula,
Montana

ELECTRIC
COOKING
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Missoula Light and Water
Company

Blankbooks and Stationeiy

LISTER’S
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UNDERWOOD
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where he is also -‘‘making good,” or,
to be more accurate, has “made good.”
Langmaid is well liked by all. He
has just naturally found his way Into
the hearts of the students and he is
there to stay. His democratic disposi
tion, his readiness to help anyone who
is encountering difficulties in the ef
HONOR MAN AT HARVARD IS IN-| forts to attain a higher goal, and the PIONEER LAWYER OF MONTANA
GIVES INSPIRATION TO FU
DUCED TO BECOME MEMBER interest he has in regard to all things
TURE PRACTITIONERS.
pertaining to the Law School, has
OF LAW SCHOOL FACULTY.
done it all.
In a word he is one of the, “law
.One of the three new professors to. bunch.” He mixes with the students No issue of the law Kaimin would be
enter the" Law School of the Univer in their activities, is quick to ap complete without some reference to the
sity of Montana last fall was Stephen prove of anything which the “law godfather of the department, Judge
Langmaid. He left a profitable law bunch” may do for the best interests Clayberg. He is the same “Judge” to
practice in Oakland, Cal., to instruct of the Law School, and can enjoy a -all./VThe students are no exception
to the class who call that grand old
■the future lawyers of Montana, to en joke with the rest of them.
courage them in their efforts, and be Taking it all in all, Langmaid pos man by his titlp, and it pleases him to
hear
“his boys” speak so -familiarly to
with them when their efforts were sesses all the requirements of a firstrealized. He, together- with':others,' class professor, and there is,no doubt I him- It was John B. .Clayberg.. .who
saw the possibility of building up a I but that he will be instrumental in nursed the new department through
'great law school at the University of making the Montana Law School the the earlier days of its existence and
Montana,'and in order that he could best in the west and may he see the his was the influence which sustained
•lie instrumental in the development of time when the “Montana Law School” the new department when sustenance
that Law School, he accepted the po will be, not only the best in the west, was vitally in need. His accomplish
sition as instructor in law. There are but will have its place among the ments have heretofore been set forth
things other than money for which a best and largest in the United States. and it is not necessary to recount them
W. A. at this time. Only once in •a lifetime
man may strive.
does one come across such a character.
Stephen I. Langmaid was born in,
While the “Judge” is a scholar in
Salem Mass. He is a young man of TO THE SENIORS IN THE LAW every sense of the word, still he is also
SCHOOL.
thirty with all the future ahead of
a man of the world and able to apprehim. All his preliminary education
I ciate the attitude of those lesser in
before entering Harvard was received There is a lad named Wiedman,
formed than himself. This faculty has
in.the schools of Salem. He entered President of our class;
made him a man able to carry out a
"Harvard in, the year 1902, and re And when he runs for the U. of M., movement of magnitude with very lit
ceived .the-A., B. degree in 1906 and, He never comes in last.
tle display and at the same time with
"the degree of A. M. in 1907. The
the highest degree of efficiency. Un
work for both these degrees was done There is a big fat Dutchman
doubtedly the most valuable Ingredient
during hi? foui years’ in college, and Who goes by the name of Blitz,
in the make-up Of Judge Clayberg is
his work was of the highest order., To have girls at our banquet,
his
human kindness. -This quality has
He’s
there
with
both
his
mits.
Afrer hi® graduation in 1906 -he en
so endeared him to the law students
tered- the lumner business in his home
that each one of them is ready to do
'/town of Salem, and continued in the ‘ Then comes Ellsworth Smith,
battle whenever even so much as an
business until the fall of 1908, when I A senior too is he;
insinuation is made upon his ability
VHe. entered the Harvard Law School. He has a very legal mind,
or
integrity. Evidence; of the faith of
‘Here he had Professor Whitlock, the And a success will surely be.
the lawyers in their patron saint can
present deaii of. the Montana Law
be seen whenever a case comes up for
’School ■ for a classmate. In 1911 he Then comes Dewitt Warren, .
discussion wherein Judge Clayberg was
received the L. L. B. degree and he "Who is so awfully lazy;
council or judge. If he has won, which
graduated cum laude for excellency, Tp sit with him in some classrooms, he has the habit of doing, then all are
j .Would surely drive you crazy.,
in his studies.
agreed that the case must be right; if,
During his years in, college and the
on the other hand, the decision was
law school he was a brilliant student, Then comes brother Merrick,
| adverse to him, all are equally agreed
and he got what he went after, espe- Who will be married soon;
that
there is something wrong with
And up on old Mount Sentinel,
. cially the “Lawr.”
the reasoning of the court, and all
-.After graduation he went to San You ought to see him spoon,
cases decided by Clayberg are un’ Francisco where he practiced with
questionaly right to the law students
the firm of Page, McCutchen, Knight There is a small Bush Leaguer
even though the United States Su
and Olney, and he “made good” with Who plays at the Fussing Game;
preme Court has delivered a contrary
out any-, .trouble, for- he did his work If you should see him around Craig I opinion upon the subject There canHall,
here in the same spirit as he did it
| not be the slightest shadow of doubt
Carl Cameron is "his name.
in college.
that this pioneer lawyer has the proLangmaid’s idea of enjoying the
foundest respect and the everlasting
profession was not- realized until he Then comes E. Pat Kelly,
affection of all of “lj.is boys.”
With
his
famous
Irish
grin;
opened an office.of his own in Oak
land, one and one-half' years later. He hollers “Down with Ulster,
Professor—A fool can ask questions
Here, with his knowledge of law, and The Home-Rulers sor we’ll win.”
that a wise man can’t answer.
his experience, he: was making a suc
cess until called to expound law at Dance programs, -bills, office sta Sulky pupil—I guess that is why so
the University of-Montana Law School tionery,, announcements; phone 465. many of us flunk.
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Offers specially attractive inducements to those
persons who are fastidious in their demands for
artistic work in printing. Student societies and
fraternities whose needs in the line of printing
are exacting will find in The Missoulian print
shop exactly what they require. The men who
make Missoulian printing are artists in their line;
to them printing is more than the mere sticking
of type and obtaining an impression from it. They
understand the real art of printing. This is why
Missoulian printing is pleasing to those who in
sist upon having fine work. To the student who
has individual needs in this direction The Missoulian shop is inviting. Combined with the artstic
skill of its workmen, this shop prides itself upon
the care used in the selection of material. We
ask consideration when any printing work is proj
ected. We are sure that we can please you.

Missoulian Publishing Company
West Main Street, Missoula.
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Prices at
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136 Higgins Avenue.
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Get that Easter
Suit N ow
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For Up to the Minute
CLOTHING, HATS,
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winning of cases in-the future. We
TAILORS
are fortunate that Professor Neff is
For Lunches and Homestill with us and hope that he will re All work made by us is guaranteed for
Made Pastry see
main. He is now a member of a na Style and Fit, First Class "Workman
ship.
tional board which is engaged maing
uniform the codes of the several states, Room 4, Second Floor Gibson Block
codes of the several states.
112 East Cedar
Judge Frederick "Webster is with us
THE
CORNER
STORE
again this year. This venerable gen
tleman this term gives third year prac We cater to University students.
tice court and a course in probate pro See us for candies and school supplies.
Joe Sibert
cedure. To say that his course in Across the street from the High School. M. F. Nesbit,
practice court was of untold value to
Agents
•(Formerly Denton’s.)
the third year men would be putting
J. E. Patterson of the firm of Hall it mildly indeed. After . twelve suc
Attention, Faculty!
& Patterson, when the latter was cessful years on the bench of the
LET
called to the bench of the. Fourth Ju Fourth Judicial District, there can be
Scandinavian American
dicial District. So successful was no doubt that he/ is more than qual
Pettitt,
Newlon
and Gage
State
Bank
Whitlock that he had to give up all ified to tell the coming legal' lights
WRITE YOUR INSURANCE
but two of his courses at the Law how things are don'e in court and to
MISSOULA, MONTANA
School. However he consented to be remove many stumbling blocks from
YOU CAN’T BEAT THE
our acting Sean and in that capacity their paths: Judge Webster is one of
General Banking
he has given us his untiring aid and we j the most highly respected members of
SHINES
Business Transacted. .
feel a debt of gratitude is owing to the bar of the state and very easily
at the
him not only from the law students but made his way into the hearts of the
3 per cent Paid on Sav
Missoula Shoe Shining Parlor
from the entire state.
317 Higgins Ave. Chairs for Ladies
law studes. We are glad he is with
ings Deposits.
The second oldest man in the point us and it js our earnest desire that he
of service, on pur faculty is Charles will continue to be one of bur faculty.
Melvin Neff. This gentleman is a con One other man comes back after a
sistent and conscientious worker and a year's work with us. This man is C, j this course and is one which a young
For Finest Meats
valuable addition to the Law School L. F. Kellogg. Mr. Kellogg gives a lawyer is very apt to need in the early
Give us a trial
faculty. He came here from Colorado course in abstracting and examination years of his practice. Mr. Kellogg 529 South Higgins Ave. Both phenes
where he gave up a lucrative practice of title. And indeed he is well fitted has a natural adaptability for teach---- —;—--- : .~ —
in order to give more time to legal | to instruct his proteges. He is the
ing and also has a wholesome respect F L O R E N C E S T E A M
writing and research work. Neff will president of one of the largest firms for
the “solid ivory” often displayed
long be remembered by the graduates which makes a specialty of abstract- | by the scholars. We appreciate his
LAUNDRY
of Montana Law and his good teaching ing and examination of titles in the I work and will welcome him back next
Busha, Student Agent
will always be of untold value in the I northwest. Practice is the keynote of fall:
PHONE 48.

FACULTYMEN
STILL APPRECIATED

Men Who Were Here Last Year Deserv
ing of Commendation and Their
Services are Still Valued.
A few lines are deserved by the older
members of the faculty even though
they have been very /much written up
before. Of our present dean, A. N.
Whitlock, very little need be said, so
well known is he to the people of the
state already. Whitlock constituted
half of the original faculty when the
department was inaugurated and with
H. W. Ballantine, piloted the young
est department through the first year
of its trying existence. But our good
fortune couldn’t last in its entirety.
It was not- long before one of the State’s
most prominent attorneys had a covet
ous eye on this young son of Kentucky,
and he won “Whitty” from us at least
in part. The first year that Whitlock
was with us, he was assisting the law
yers from town to make up their plead
ing and otherwise giving them advice
and assistance. In the second year of
his stay here, he was asked to. take up
reins where they were laid down by

The Missoulian

QUICK LUNCH

Model Laundry Co

Riverside Market
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UNVEILING OF DIXON PICTURE
m r . b a l l a n t in e
DOES WELL
OCCASIONS PROMINENT GATHERING
IS ---------MISSED
Lady Lawyer Is One of Best;
MISS SELFRIDGE
Students in the Entire
University.

~

__ ~

”

Memorable Event Takes Place Before States Most Prominent Attorneys Who Come From Distances.

(Former Head of Law School
Sure to Be Long
Remembered.

"It takes the exception to prove the
rule,” has been said by some wise old
sage and repeated by men and women In response to the invitations issued, the court and in private life. He rep- j add to those which the speakers ot Last year we were ail proud of the
tor years The truth of the statement by the Preeident of the University and resented Judge Dixon as kind and the evening had already enumerated. fact that Dean Ballentlne had been
has been weU proved in the depart- thc law ^ u lty . to the students, merri courteous, brave and fearless, and as Dean A. N. Whitlock presided at the chosen to teach a summer course at a
ment of law in the University of Mon- ber8 of the Acuity, the press, mem- one who under no condition would meeting. Hon. Ronald Higgins and great university in the east, but when
tana. As a rule women do not "make be™ ot the bar both local and of tbe ever have stooped to take an unfair, W. L. Murphy, prominent members of we learned that he had decided to re
good" in the legal profession and are I 8tate- the executive officers of the or low advantage of any man, client, the local bar, spoke in the highest main in the east we greatly regretted
very seldom able to carry a law course, state and prominent citizens, over 100 friend or even an enemy. The chief ;praise of the character and prominence the fact that we had allowed him to
Much can therefore be said to the accepted and were present at the un justice concluded his remarks by say of Judge Dixon; the thoughtfulness of leave us at all. Last summer, while
credit of Miss Bernice Selfridge, our veilln* of tbe Portrait of W. W. Dixon, ing that Judge Dixon was not only a Mrs. Dixon in selecting such forms we were laying our plans and prepar
only genuine law student who is a Thl8
th® 8econd 8PlendW gift of great lawyer, one of Montana’s great of memorials for her distinguished ing to take as much work under “Bal”
woman. When Miss Selfridge an-1 M«- Dbcon to the Law School, the est citizens, but he was above all a husband, and said that in making as we possibly could, we were dis
such gifts Mrs. Dixon was making a mayed to learn that he had made ar
nounced her Intention to take up th e other gift was the foundation of the great MAN.
law course there were some of the I Present law library, which was start- President Craighead of the Univer permanent memorial to her husband rangements to teach in Wisconsin.
“stemer sex" who were a bit skeptical «d with the gift of her husband’s sity, after an introduction In which and placing the University and the There are several men spoken of as
and who were, although they would h®0*18 and a substantial donation in he expressed on the behalf of the generations to come under an ever the “father” of the Law School. Presi
not admit It, also peeved to think that money. Letters were received from University and the people of the state lasting obligation to the foresight and dent Duniway worked hard for the
there was to be a "mere girl” in their tbe governor of the state of Montana | the great indebtedness due Mrs. Dlx- j wisdom of -a woman of such ideas.
Law School; Mrs. Dixon gave us a
midst. Since that time they have had a«d from Federal Judge Borquin ex-I on for this memorial, us well as the The portrait occupies the most library; Ronald Higgins fought for the
many opportunities to wish that there pressing their regret at their inability past memorials, in the donation of a prominent and conspicuous position in bill in the legislature; Judge Clayberg
was no girls allowed in the depart- t0 Attend, and to do honor to a man magnificent law library and a sub-1 the library, and it is to be hoped that Was an ardent supporter and cham
ment for the reason that they were, in n0* only whom they honored and ad- stantial endowment, unveiled the por the students will model after a man pion, and all of these people will be
the vernacular of the d*”'. "shown up” mired but who was one of the fore- trait of Judge Dixon. Then there was who was an ideal type of a lawyer, remembered long in connection with
an ovation and all arose to do honor a scholar, a distinguished citizen, and the Law School of the University of
more than once. In high school Miss most leaders of the Montana bar.
Selfridge showed her high standard as | Chief Justice Brantly of the Su- to the man whose name the law a gentleman. It is to be hoped that Montana. But the real father of the
this portrait will ever be an inspira Law School is Henry Winthrop Bal
a student and upon graduating from I preme Court of Montana in an excel- library still bears.
Butte high school she was awarded lout eulogy of Judge Dixon, held him Chief Justice Brantly, Judge Woody tion to every student who enters the lantine. When the Law School was
the B n-"- scholarship. After two forth as an ideal and a model for and Judge Webster, all old friends Law School and that the University first launched, he gave up a valuable
successful years in academic work in every student of the Montana Law and admirers of Judge Dixon, invol will be fortunate enough to have in | practice in San Francisco, and' came
the University, she matriculated in the School to emulate both in his high untarily exclaimed at the likeness and its midst students who will ever fol here as its first dean. With a very
Law School last fall, taking the full | ideals and aspirations, while before every one had some new quality to | low the lessons which it teaches.
few students, with a small library, with
course. Although laboring under ob- ”
cramped quarters, and,with scanty ap
members, is a second object of this or propriations, he went to work with an
vious difficulties, this young lady has only one to make the honor roll. In
ganization. To. look after the social earnestness that soon gave Montana a
shown herself to be one of the best two more years’ time it will be with
side of the lives of the struggling bar standing throughout the west By ap
students every enrolling in any depart- genuine pride that we can look upon a
risters-to-be is a third purpose, and in plying his great talent to articles for
ment of the University and last se- "shingle” bearing the following: "Berso doing to work for greater social in the law reviews he soon gained recog
mester she, with two others, was the | nice Selfridge, Attorney-at-Law.”
tercourse in the University.
nition for us all over the country, and
An example of the influence and even Judges of the superior courts
ORGANIZATION WORKS QUIETLY power for good of this society is the were forced to consider his opinions
recent acquisition of a lounging room in rendering their decisions.
BUT IS ALWAY8 PRESENT
in the Law School. The spring law | It will be a 1 ^ lime >e£ore Dean
IN DIFFICULTIES.
banquet will give further evidence of Ballantine is forgrotten. Even now.
the existence of the association, and when any legal dispute cornea up
While the existence of the “Law perhaps when a new school year rolls “Bal’s” opinion always prevails. It is
Society” is not at all times felt, its around, the general student body may generally recognized, not only here,
gleam from these evidences of life but everywhere, that he has one of the
Great Stress Is Laid Upon the Practical Side of the Legal presence is made known in time of that
there is in existence among the
“need.” This organization is made up "Cellar Gangsters” a society which can most brilliant legal minds in the coun
Profession by Our Curriculum.
try and we are sure he will make good
of all the students of the Law School, accomplish things, a society made up wherever he goes, although we wish we
or we might call it the early Parisian of the men who do things in and for had him back. Montana will ever have
Montana leads all the older univer tical part by hard knocks, and cruel
for him the kindest regards and best
University, for while we do not attend the University.
sities and law schools in the stress hard knocks they are, too. The Mon
lectures seated upon beds of straw, our And this society does have officers. wishes, and if it ever falls his lot to
which is laid upon practice court tana Laws are indeed fortunate in hav
elected to serve during the school return to Montana he will be given a
need for new quarters is so crying- Those
year that is now drawing to a close glorious welcome.
work. And it is well that she does ing this course throughout the three
I. E. M.
that the comparison may be apt. Like are, president, Raymond H. Wiedman;
years
of
the
curriculum.
so. Very few law school graduates
are as well equipped as ours to enter The practice court work is by no all organizations founded by men with vice president, R. C. W. Friday; secre ablebodied Charles C. Sorenson, com
active practice. But many of the means “dry” as most laymen are prone the legal “vision” this organization has tary-treasurer, Charles L. Tyman, and monly known as "Swanson,” and an
older institutions are profiting by the to term everything connected with the a purpose. Like all organizations sergeant-at-arms, none other than our swering to the name of “Sac.”
example set by Montana and other study of law. Besides the little humor founded by all men its prime purpose
progressive law schools and but last ous incidents attendant to the trials is to further self-interest. But aside
year, at the instance of our former there is often many good laughs in the
dean, H. W. Ballantine, the law de facts themselves. A glance at the fol I from this it has a more significant
partment of Wisconsin adopted the lowing calendar will show that many aim, and one which might well be
practice court system. It can be but of the problems of the day are adopted by the student body not in
a short time till all of the older law threshed out by the legals. The all- cluded in the ranks of the embryonic
schools must follow Montana’s lead absorbing dispute between the new lawyers. Honesty in examinations is
and fit their graduates for the prac outlaw league and the two great or demanded by the members of this so
tical work of the office, or suffer in ganized leagues in baseball will have ciety, and is brought about by the or-J Committee Has Been Working Faithfully on a Menu and
the competition.
its inning on the twentieth of this ganization. To further the interests of
Many Appetizing Delicacies Are the Results.
No study nor part of the work is month instead of the thirteenth, as the the Law School, with the interests of
as interesting as the moot court. Here regular day was put further down on a “Greater Montana University” al
the student becomes for the time be account of the crowded condition of ways uppermost in the minds of the "We wane another one just like, But while it is a precedent hard to
the other one,” so say all the U. of M. beat, the plans now being laid by the
ing at least a full-fledged lawyer the calendar. But here is the calendar
and must conduct his case by him itself; look it over, pick out the case B. B. League. Set for trial April 30, barristers, the faculty and distln-1 “banquet" committee will surely mate
self or lose before his classmates. or cases you desire to hear and then 1914, at 7:30 p. m. Merrick & Mc guished lawyers from Missoula, as the rialize in at least an analagous case
It is needless to say that each em come out to the Law School Monday Veigh for plaintiff. Jones & Sewell for coming of Judge Clayberg brings to —if not a new precedent. Certainly
there will be added features, for ru
bryonic lawyer does his level best to nights for cases in department two, defendant.
win. In these classes is where the and Thursdays for those in department H. Weston vs. National Motor Co., a memory the famous law banquet of mor has it that the old judge is
bringing with him a full assortment
corporation. Breach of contract. Set| April 17, 1913.
new law student learns to disregard number one.
the “natural ability’’ idea with which Department I. Judge Langmaid pre for trial May 3, 1914, at 7:30 p. m.1 That banquet formed a precedent of California’s best—stories, all ready
Boddy for plaintiff. Olander for de hard to beat, regardless of the por to be opened. Then there’s Ayer,
he is usually imbued. He soon finds siding.
Langmaid and Leapheart, all knights
that the legal profession more than H. F. Sewell vs. Charles Tyman. fendant.
tion of the program considered. The
any other demands careful prepara Action for fraud. Set for trial April Department n. Judge Whitlock pre diners formed a personnel of “good fel of many a Chicago and Harvard
"Law” assemblage.
tion and integrity of purpose Upon 9, 1914, at 1:80 p. m. William Ander siding.
lows” who have found their way to
State of Montana vs. H. Bachellor. the U. of M. law school either as The affair this year will undoubtedly
making this discovery, the future son for plaintiff. J. Brown for de
be
the occasion of announcing several
Obtaining money under false pretenses. members of the faculty or as stu
practitioner quickly reconstructs his fendant.
important events in which a few of
idea of the profession and settles R. C. W. Friday vs. Missoula Street Set for trial April 9, 1914, at 7.80 p. m. dents from ten colleges and fifteen the
more "steady" senior barristers
down to serious work. In the older Railway, a corporation. Personal in Crawford & Jahr for the state. Ows statea They were inspired by the are concerned.
if rumor is cor
institutions this reconstruction of jury. Set for trial April 13, 1914, at ley & McGough for defendant
most sumptuous refreshments the Gar rect, inhabitantsAnd
of Craig hall are
ideas is left till the young law 7:30 o’clock. Stephenson for plaintiff. State of Montana vs. E. B. Craighead den city can produce—and when this is wildly predicting the
character of the
grad comes before the real court. Methany and Lamport for defendant.! Jr. Grand larceny. Set for trial April said the last word in banqueting has announcement to be made concerning
There he finds himself completely at H. C. Gold va Fidelity Loan Co., a 18, 1914, at 7:30 p. m. Bachellor & been spoken. The combination pro the eligible members of the law fac
sea and is antirely unable to even corporation. Action for damages. Set McIntosh for the state. Johnson & duced the usual result, with extraord ulty—but cheer up, girls, you never
inary effect. In fact, those stories can tell: "We want the best there
get in his vital evidence: he is at a for trial April 20, 1914, at 7:30 p. m. Furlory for the defendant
loss how to begin, and once begun, he Boddy for plaintiff. Olander for de- I State of Montana vs. Greggie Fuller have since become famous—not only is” is the only instruction given tbe
ton. Robbery. Set for trial April 23, on our own campus—but wherever
is unable to continue: he loses faith fendantcommittee from faculty and students.
in himself and in the profession; in a National B. B. Club va Joe Tinker. 1914, at 7:30 p. m. Cummings & Mil they have been carried by word of I Already they have reported: "We’ve
word, he has but the theoretical part Injunction to restrain defendant from ler for the state. P. Bachellor &Tope mouth for “narry” a word has ever got it When’s the judge coming?”
been printed.
of the law and must gain the prac entering into a contract with Federal for the defendant
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schools of the country. The student You can tell the bunch we’re going
. to' get
who is taking up the study of a pro
(Continued From Page One.)
W-H-A-T?
fession should not be and in fact is
started the study of law in an office | not so short-sighted as to be “looking A brand new building, you just bet,
in Fort Collins. Upon hearing of the for snaps,” as the expression: goes. For Want ’em here, want ’em here, got to
have them sure next year.
rapid strides being made by the Mon these reasons if the Law School’ had
The Law Sohool.
tana Law School, he came to us to started with a low standard of admis Oh, what’s the matter with the law
sion
and
a
low
standard
of
instruction,
finish his legal training. He also suc
.school?
cessfully took the bar examination lost student's of the State who had the
She’s all right.
T>e:oinber and soon after, having a- means of doing it, .could certainly not Oh, what’s the matter with the law
good opportunity to engage in prac have been blamed for going to the bet
school?
tice in Billings, he removed with his ter law schools of the country where
She’s all right.
family to the beet sugar city and is the standards were higher and the We love our profs; you bet we do.
now doing nicely there. Streiver is a courses of instruction more rigid.
We study too hftrd; you’re right, we
hard - working, conscientious student The result iri Montana has been
do.
and will undoubtedly succeed in the that many students have come to us Oh, what’s the matter with the law
who
have
not
only
finished
their
two
greatest of all professions. school?
There are seven men "on the last years of collegiate work but have fin
She’s all right.
lap” of their law course who are all ished their entire college course. Those
The Lawyer's Hymn.
rounding into the “pink of condition” who have entered as special students We want a hundred students next
for their battle with old Mr. Life. have been mature men and by virtue
September
taking law,
From all appearances the latter named of their experience have been able to To study torts and contracts and to
gentleman is in for a good stiff drub take rank with those younger than
wield the axe and saw
bing. Visions .of a- well equipped of themselves who have had more college To build us that new building that was
fice, including massive furniture, plen training. Taking the student body as
promised’-by our Prex,
ty of law books, a pretty stenog a whole, we have a representative body So we’re going to get that hundred or
rapher (?) and a fat bank account of young men who would do credit to
be
a buneb of wrecks.
are at present floating before the fol any law school and who are both able
(Chorus.)
lowing gentlemen: Carl Earnest Cam and willing to do thorough, consistent We are, we are,
we are, we are sons
eron, Paul Logan Dornblaser, DeWitt work. Under the present requirements
of Montana Law;
Cragier Warren, Edward Pat ■ Kelly, the average age of graduation from the We are,
we are, we are, we are sons
Ivan Edward Merrick, Ellsworth G. Law School is about twenty-three and
Montana Law;
Smith and Raymond Henry Wiedman. we feel that a man is hardly prepared We’re ofgoing
to get that hundred and
The first named lawyer is, with to undertake the responsibility of prac
building, too,
Warren, the only man to get his aca ticing law at any earlier age. The And ifFrexy’s
he won’t-come through for us
demic degree at the University of men who come to us by virtue of their
we’ll raise an awful stew.
Montana. “Cam” was given his A. B. former training are prepared to do
last spring with the class of 1913. hard work and are possessed of suf and otherwise is designed in every
ficient
descretion
and
good
judgment
to
His home is in Missoula and In thia
They took us from the grarret with its
state he intends to' practice although successfully cope with the problems
countless stairs untold,
presented
in
'the
various
courses
of
in
he has not yet decided just what city
They put us in the celler where It’s
he will favor with his professional struction. We feel that the chief pur
mighty damp and cold,
presence. Cameron was always a con pose of a law school training is to de We’re trying to raise one story, but .
sistent student, never satisfied with velop the power of legal reasoning and
are unable to succeed,
merely his lessons but always in quest the broader the student’s preliminary So we struck for a new building, new
training
the
better
is
he
prepared
to
of more information upon each sub
' building Is our need.
ject. It is this eagerness to know all get the most out of his course of legal
(Chorus.)
about the subject before him that will study. The offibe-made lawyer is be
A Serious Matter.
make Cameron one. worthy of the coming an exception rather than' the
name of a member of the “Pioneer” rule and in view of the opportunity “We really mean it, too," said E.
which is at present offered to the ave- Pat Kelley, a prominent senior In the
class.
Dornblaser needs no intrduction to a age individual we believe that the ex law department. “This isn’t the last
.University public. (.Coming from the ception will soon become rare and we outbreak. We are going to fight this
“nort” side* of Chicago, where he up venture further to suggest that it will battle to the end. We’ll be busy all
104 W. Main St.
Always in the Lead
held the reputation of ministers’ sons be only a short while until the major spring and all summer. The hundred
ity of our young men who are admit law students will be here next fall, all
Hardware
Vaudeville and Photo- in the North Central High School, ted
to the bars of the various states right. Then they’ll have to kick in
entered the University with the
Plays __ ___ “Dorn”
Crockery
class of 1914 and became a member of will have had at least two years of col with that building.”—G. P. S.
Entire
Change
of
Program
Sun
lege
training In addition to the regular
Paints
the first regular law class a year
day, Monday and Thursday.
later. Also working bis way all the three years’ course in a law school. . way to the establishment and mainte
Harness
time “Blitz” was never found wanting It’was said above that the fact that nance of a high standard of instruc
No Vaudeville on 8unday.
Studebaker Wagons
in the class room. ' He has a partic two years of college training are re tion. This standard we expect to im
ular delight in running down every quired enables the law faculty to main prove from time to time and we expect
question raised in class and is nev tain a higher standard in the various to make the requirements for gradua
er content until he- has settled every courses of .Instruction. This of course tion such that the degree from the
point with himself. The big,- honest, is obvious. The man. who has had Law School will be something of which
Roses, Violets, Chrysan
good-natured German will indeed be a two years, of collegiate work is not a our graduates may be prouder from
themums, Carnations cut
credit to the class of 1914 law and the novice if he has applied himself at all. year to year. We at least hope that
fresh every day at the
city containing his office will be en Under the modern system of college the remarks of a speaker who recently
riched by the addition to its legal instruction he has been required to; do addressed the Law School may always
MISSOULA
ranks of one of the most conscientious a certain amount of independent think be applicable, namely, “That the maj
and broad-minded men-in the practice ing, hence the problems which he en esty of our purpose overshadows the
NURSERY CO.
counters in taking up his legal studies poverty of our means."
of
law today.
“The Old Reliable"
Warren is the oldest man, in point under the socalled “Case system,” With such continued co-operation
Pays 3 per cent Interest
Store, Montana BHg., Hell 192
of years spent at the “U,” of the which is now generally employed in and with reasonably liberal financial
on Savings Deposits.
Green House Boll 45
“bunch.” Warren is a native of Wis standard law schools, do not strike support from our state legislature the
consin, but owing to the proximity him with the same degree of strange Law School of the University of Mon
of his home hamlet to Chicago, he has ness that they would the average-high tana promises to do its utmost, to
allowed his imagination to play to the school graduate. The faculty are en send out graduates of such caliber that
extent of saying that the big burgh is abled to prescribe a course of study the standard of the profession in the
NEW TANGO PUMPS “home” to him. This is the only designed for men and may expect to ranks of which they are to take their
however, where we find any carry it'through successfully. . So the place, which standard is already very
SPRING HEEL PUMPS place,
divergence from the truth on the part course of study offered by the Law high in Montana, may at least not be
Stationer
BABY DOLL PUMPS of the "Admiral.” This barrister re School of the University of Montana is lowered by their membership, and we
ceived his A. B. degree in 1911, after one designed not for boya in their teens promise further to turn out men from
College. Fraternity and Sorority
COLONIAL PUMPS
being one of the University’s most but for mature individuals capable of whose numbers the future lawmakers
Pennants. Baton, Crane & Pike
Rubber
Sole
Sneaks
prominent students ■ for four years. exercising sound -and Independent and judges of our state may be fitting
stationery and all late books.
GYMNASIUM SHOES
Since starting the study of law War judgment. To this end the Law School ly chosen, and we feel that in cherish
ren has confined himself to his work, has endeavored,.*;.tq ' procure for its ing this ambition and making this
Spring 1914 Stock
only pausing to do a little gilt edge faculty men who have received, their promise we are joined by the lawyers
FLORENCE HOTEL BLOCK
fussing. We are glad to number this training in the leading law schools of and judges of this state who have thus
man among the senior laws and are this country. Most of them, are young far so generously and I might say
sure that he will “bring home the men but the enthusiasm of youth is an eagerly lent their assistance and put
“There’s only one way to bring up a ---------------------------------- — ---- bacon” in his chosen profession.
Important factor in the -selection of forth their efforts toward the advance
boy properly.”
Bureau of Printing for work that
such a faculty in this western country. ment of the Interests of the Law
“How’s that?”
satisfies, gains recognition, and an at- For business and society stationery In like manner the equipment of the School of the University of Montana.
A. N. WHITLOCK
school with reference to its library
“Make an elevator man out of him.” tractiveness that predominates.
see the Bureau of Printing.—Adv.
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